The 
Introduction
One of the key measures that management uses to gauge their inventory performance is by way of the service level. A common way to measure the service level (sl) is the ratio of (demand filled) over the (recorded demand). Generally a service level of .95 or higher is demanded by the management. The reported measure of service level is often computed over all or a portion of the parts in the inventory and for a particular time period as one week, one month or one year.
A fault in the above measure of the service level is that sometimes not all of the demand on the item is known or is recorded. This happens when a customer has need for the item and the item is not available in stock. Here the demand is not satisfied and this unfilled demand becomes either a backorder or a lost sale. It is a backorder when the customer will wait for the stock to be replenished whereby the demand is subsequently filled. It is a lost sale when the customer does not wait for the stock to be replenished and drops the demand. In this latter case, the demand is mostly not recorded.
References [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] show how to set the safety stock to yield a desired service level. The difficulty is that the definition on the service level is not always the same from company to company. References [2, 5] give methods on how to set the safety stock when the criteria is to minimize the lost sales or the backorders.
Typical data to measure the service level
Consider the situation where the following data is available to the management and thereby is the data used to compute the service level: dr = demand recorded df = demand filled from stock dbo = dr-df = backorder demand = demand not filled till new stock arrives.
Note here that dr = (df + dbo) and the backorder demand is filled as soon as new stock becomes available. With this scenario, the service level is measured as: sl = df/dr.
Lost sales
When a demand occurs and the item is out of stock, often the customer will not wait for the stock to be replenished and thereby the demand is a lost sale (and not a backorder). The notation here is dls = lost sale = demand not filled.
This lost sale demand is frequently not known and not recorded as demand.
Effective demand and effective unfilled demand
In essence, the demand dr listed above is not complete since it does not include the portion of demand that becomes the lost sales. For this purpose the notion of an effective demand (denoted as de) is introduced here and this is measured as follows:
In the same way, the unfilled demand listed earlier as dbo (backorders) is also not complete. The effective unfilled demand --here denoted as du --becomes du = dbo + dls Using the above notation, note where de = df + du.
Effective service level
So now the concept of an effective service level (sle) can be introduced. This is the ratio of the (demand filled) over (effective demand). Using the notation given earlier, sle = df/de.
For most situations the effective service level cannot be measured since the effective demand de is not known.
Ratio of backorders and unfilled demand
Consider another measure here denoted as p = (portion of unfilled demand that becomes a backorder). This gives p = dbo/(dbo+dls) = dbo/du So using p and du (unfilled demand), the backorder and lost sales are computed as follows:
Consider now the data that is commonly known to the inventory management over a group of parts: sl = service level and df = filled demand. Suppose that p as listed above is also known or can be estimated. Then the relations below are stated and the effective demand is estimated as shown:
The effective service level Finally with de estimated, the effective service level -as listed above --can now be measured, sle = df/de. Note: sl = df/(df + dbo) sle = df/(df + dbo + dls)
Portion of backorders and portion of lost sales
Using sle and p, it is possible to measure the portion of demand that becomes a backorder (pbo) and the portion that becomes a lost sale (pls). These are the following:
Tables
This method is used to create the entries in Tables 1, 2 , 3 from values of sl (.70 to .99) and p (0.1 to 1.0). Table 1 lists the effective service level, Table 2 the associated portion of backorders and Table 3 the associated portion of lost sales.
Examples
To illustrate the results, two examples are listed below:
1. Consider a firm with annual recorded demand of $10,000,000 and the service level is 0.95. The backorder demand is known but not the lost sales demand. The management estimates 50% of unfilled demand become backorders (p = .5). In this scenario the measures are: sle = .90 (from Table 1 ), pbo = .05 (Table 2 ) and pls = .05 (Table 3) . df = $9,500,000 dbo = $500,000 dls = $500,000 du = $1,000,000 de = $10,500,000
2. Suppose a situation where p = 0.40 is estimated as the portion of unfilled demand that becomes a backorder. Also, management wishes the effective service level to be sle = 0.95. What service level should the management seek to attain to achieve this goal. The solution is found in Table 1 that shows (when p = 0.40) the service level of sl = 0.98 is needed to attain sle = 0.95 (the effective service level).
Summary
This paper pertains when not all demands are recorded and the service level is measured with only the recorded portion of demands. When lost sales occur, the associated demands are mostly not recorded or not known to the inventory management. This paper describes three statistics that are useful in the management control of inventory but not commonly measured. These statistics are the following : the effective service level, the portion of demand that become backorders and the portion of demand that become lost sales. The paper shows how these statistics can be measured from data typically known or estimated in the inventory operation. Three related tables are presented. -------------------------p------------------------------- Table 2 . The portion of backorders (pbo) for selective values of sl and p 
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